NPI
Fusion Lifecycle, part of Autodesk’s Product Innovation Platform, includes stage-gate New
Product Introduction (NPI). Improve team coordination and productivity while reducing errors
and delays with program management capabilities.
Launch better products faster, with fewer surprises.

NPI PROCESS MANAGEMENT
	Configurable workflows coordinate and control cross-functional New
Product Introduction activities. Point-and-click, drag-and-drop workflow
editor makes it easy to create custom processes for improved visibility
and accountability.

NPI PROJECT TEMPLATES
	Configurable NPI project templates standardize stage-gate milestones,
deliverables and tasks by product line, business unit, product team, or other
designation. Refine over time to find the right balance between flexibility
and control.

TASK MANAGEMENT
Project tasks are assigned and tracked in real-time to prevent bottlenecks
and delays. View assignments, navigate to relevant product information and
complete tasks in a single, easy-to-use dashboard.

ACCELERATE INNOVATION
REDUCE TIME TO MARKET
REDUCE COST
Sample Fusion Lifecycle customers

DASHBOARDS AND REPORTS
Create personalized, graphically rich dashboards and reports to monitor
real-time status and trends. Export any data view, table or report with a
single click.

COLLABORATION
Include suppliers and customers in specific workflows governed by 		
intelligent access control. Everyone’s on the “same page” with contextual
views of up-to-date product information.

NOTIFICATIONS
	Users are kept up-to-date with real-time alerts for task assignments, almost
due, late or escalated tasks, approvals, etc. Messages are configured to
optimize relevance and encourage action.

SEARCH & NAVIGATION
Quickly find relevant product and process information with fast, intuitive
search. View “where-used”.

CLOUD SOFTWARE
Fusion Lifecycle is a modern multi-tenant SaaS solution. No need for costly
servers or IT support. Access from anywhere, anytime from any device using
browsers or native iOS and Android apps.

See more customer stories

“Fusion Lifecycle brings our
departments together. Product
development, manufacturing
and quality information is linked
together in a single system,
helping us bring products to
production faster.”
AVI ROBBINS
DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT - POREX

